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Name of Session Convener(s): Keiji FUJIYOSHI
University/Organization incl. City: Koyasan University
Chair: Keiji FUJIYOSHI
University/Organization incl. City: Koyasan University

Please state the papers in the order they will be presented:

I) Title of Selected Paper: The Gap between Knowledge Management and Records Management
Name/s of Author/s: Kazuhito ISOMURA
University/Organization incl. City: Chuo University, Tokyo

II) Title of Selected Paper: Record Management and Organizational Culture in Japanese Central and Local Governments
Name/s of Author/s: Gentaro MIZUGAKI
University/Organization incl. City: Nara Women's University, Nara

III) Title of Selected Paper: Archives and Reflexivity in the Modern Society
Name/s of Author/s: Naoki ABE
University/Organization incl. City: Tokyo University of Social Welfare, Tokyo

IV) Title of Selected Paper: Until Lions Have Their Own Historians: the Digital Information Virtual Archive (DIVA) and the Attempt to Archive Subaltern Histories
Name/s of Author/s: Christopher P. BETTINGER, Andrew RODERICK, Alex KELLER, Daniel KOEPKE
University/Organization incl. City: San Francisco State University, San Francisco